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WHITE COVER ERRATA
ALL CHANGES ARE HERE
We have found some errors and mistakes in the First Print of the Hardwar Rulebook, known also as 
the White Cover Edition. Some of them are just small changes and clarifications, some are changes to 
the rules of some weapons, special skills and upgrades. Each change is marked with a page number 
and contains the original book text and the new, corrected version.

At the end of this document you will find also a few Frequently Asked Questions with answers.

[is]
An element occupying an intact building gets the Dig in! special rule (for Trooper elements this does not 
stack with their own special rule).

[should be]
An element occupying an intact building automatically gets the Dig in! special rule (this does not stack 
with Dig in! special rule already on the element).

PAGE 32

CHANGES

PAGE 34
[is]
If you need to calculate both distance and height into Crash parameters, pick the larger of the two and 
add it to C.

[should be]
If you need to calculate both distance and height into Crash parameters, pick the larger of the two and 
add it to C. Elements add their height in inches, rounded down (to 0), to the height from which they fall. 
This applies mostly to the Walkers, but some tall Vehicles or Aircraft may be affected by it as well.

PAGE 34
[is]
TROOPERS – Get up automatically after Crashing, and it does not require spending Action Token.

[should be]
TROOPERS – Get up automatically and immediately after Crashing, and it does not require spending 
Action Token.

PAGE 44
Relay Coordinates
[is]
Indirect Fire Token is removed after the first Indirect Fire attack on the marked element, successful or not.
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PAGE 44
Embarking and Disembarking
[is]
Elements disembarking from the transport are placed in base contact with their carrier, at the same 
height.

[should be]
Elements disembarking from the transport are placed in base contact with their carrier, at the same 
height. If the carrying element is destroyed, embarked elements cannot disembark and are considered 
destroyed as well.

PAGE 53
In the frame
[removed]
+1 C to the defender if Walker or Infantry

PAGE 108
Deployment
[is]
The Attacker takes 3 objective markers, of which 2 are dummies, and one is a real objective. Dummies represent 
diversion, misdirection, and a cunning approach to the actual objective. The Defender must make a note of which 
objective is real. Then the markers are placed within the Objective Zone, no further than 6” from the table’s centre, at 
the Defender’s convenience. The markers must be placed next to or within terrain pieces.

[should be]
The Attacker takes 3 objective markers, of which 2 are dummies, and one is a real objective. Dummies represent 
diversion, misdirection, and a cunning approach to the actual objective. The Attacker must make a note of the real 
objective. Then the Attacker places markers within the Objective Zone, no further than 6” from the table’s centre 
and no closer than 6” from each other. The markers must be placed next to or within terrain pieces.

PAGE 125
Squad Leader
[is]
A commander may declare at the start of any game that 2-3 friendly elements of the same type and 
Class form a squadron.

[should be]
At the start of the game a commander may form a squadron out of 2-4 elements of the same Class 
and Type (Walker, Vehicle, Infantry, Aircraft etc).

[should be]
Indirect Fire Token is removed after the first Indirect Fire attack on the marked element, successful or not, 
or when the marked element will change its position by at least 6”.

PAGE 126
Veterans
[is]
[...] To represent that, each Veteran receives one D12, which can be added to any kind of test, but only 
once per game. After the test, the die is discarded. Cannot be combined with other HQ and HR assets. 
Can be taken more than once, but only once per element.
COST 1 BP per Veteran
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PAGE 126
Heavy Artillery Strike
[is]
The HQ element may spend Command Token and call nearby artillery sites to perform bombardment on the 
highlighted position. The attack is treated as performed by the element having LOS to the target area as well as 
Spotter special skill. Hit in the designated spot is automatic. The specific element doesn’t have to be attacked, but 
point zero of the attack must be clearly marked. [...]

[should be]
The HQ element may spend Command Token and call nearby artillery sites to perform bombardment on the 
highlighted position. Hit in the designated spot is automatic. The specific element doesn’t have to be attacked, 
but point zero of the attack must be clearly marked. [...]

PAGE 127
Surgical Strike Coordinates
[is]
[...] all your units within range and LOF gain +3 modifier to their F rolls against that element. [...]

[should be]
[...] all your units within range and LOF receive a -3 distance modifier to their Attack Roll against that 
element. [...]

PAGE 128
Reinforced Comms Security
[is]
[...] Your command receives one additional Interference token per turn that can be only used to defend 
chosen frequency.

[should be]
[...] Your command receives 2 additional Interference tokens per turn that can be only used to defend 
chosen frequency.

PAGE 129
Sabotage
[is]
[...] Before any element enters the table, you can pick an enemy element and deal a single critical hit to it. This hit can 
be repaired using standard rules, also in Reserves. An element in Reserve that self-repairs or is under repair cannot 
enter this turn from Reserves.

[should be]
[...] Before any enemy element enters the table, you can deal a single critical hit to it. This hit can be repaired using 
standard rules, also in Reserves. An element in Reserve that self-repairs or is under repair cannot enter this turn 
from Reserves. You may purchase Sabotage multiple times, but only one sabotage may be used against a single 
element.

[should be]
[...] To represent that, each Veteran receives one D12, which can be added to any kind of test once per 
turn. After the test, the die is put aside until the next turn. It cannot be combined with other HQ and 
HR assets. Can be taken more than once, but only once per element.
COST 2 BP per Veteran
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PAGE 142
Guided Fire
[is]
[...] while Spotter weapons will be smart missiles

[should be]
[...] while guided weapons will be smart missiles

PAGE 142
Smart
[is]
Weapons equipped with smart ammunition can attack targets WITHOUT the LOS but within the LOF at 
-1 F, as long as the Line of Fire does not pass through any Impenetrable obstacles. All Cover modifiers 
apply. Can fire at targets even if a cumulative Cover modifier is 6 or higher.

[should be]
Weapons equipped with Smart ammunition can attack targets through cover, offering -2 reduction of 
Cover modifier. Maximum Cover rule for LOS (6+) still applies.

PAGE 147
Active Camouflage
[is]
[...] It means that camouflaged elements require only +4 of Cover from intervening terrain to be out of 
LOF. The first successful hit disables the camouflage.

[should be]
[...] It means that camouflaged elements require only +4 of Cover from intervening terrain to be out of 
LOS. The first successful hit disables the camouflage.

PAGE 148
Drone Swarm Pods
[is]
[...] may carry Loitering Munition, DSPs are designed exclusively for that purpose. A single DSP may 
carry 2 Disposable Loitering Munition swarms (purchased separately).

[should be]
[...] may carry Disposable Swarm Drones, DSPs are designed exclusively for that purpose. A single 
DSP may carry 2 Disposable Swarm Drones (purchased separately).

PAGE 142
Gatling
[is]
Rapid-fire rotary cannons or pulse lasers are perfect weapons to shred enemy armour in seconds. A 
Gatling attack reduces Armour and/or Cover distance modifier to its target by -3.

[should be]
Rapid-fire rotary cannons or pulse lasers are perfect weapons to shred enemy armour in seconds. A 
Gatling attack reduces the Armour distance modifier to its target by -2.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

TOTAL DAMAGE
QUESTION:
How much Total Damage should the element have?

ANSWER:
Maximum number is 12, but it is possible for the element to receive more damage and still be 
operational. Total Damage Bar is there for one simple reason - to track the success threshold for field 
repairs. Going 12 on the Total Damage doesn’t mean that element is destroyed. It means it can not be 
repaired anymore, be it through Self–Repair or by Repair capable element. 

Element is destroyed only when A goes to zero or is considered „out of the play” when one or more of 
the other stats (M, F, D) go to zero.

QUESTION:
If I have no self-repairing elements nor elements with repair special skills do I have to track Total 
Damage?

ANSWER:
Elements with A 0 become Wrecks if their Total Damage is not full, and may be reactivated by Hackers, 
so it may still be usefull to track that. If there are also no hackers in the battle then you may skip 
tracking Total Damage.

QUESTION:
How do you resolve a Combat Roll while Crashing?

ANSWER:
In the Combat Roll, the basic roll is C(a) vs C(b), but in crashing it is C(a) vs C(a) + H, and the threshold is 
C(a) + A(a) for the „ground” and C(a) + H for the falling element. So the C3 element with A1 falling from 3 
inches rolls 3 (C3) dice vs a threshold of 6 (C3 + H3), while „ground” rolls 6 dice (C3 + H3) vs 4 (C3 + A1). 
Damage is applied, and if the element won the Combat Roll (scored more hits) it is considered standing 
up. If it is lost, it is considered downed.

COMBAT

QUESTION:
Can Hacker perform the Aim Shoot action or use the Full Strike option if available?

ANSWER:
Yes and yes. Similar combos involving F stat and special skills and upgrades can be used as well. 

HACKERS

QUESTION:
I have an elelement that may use jump-jets and full strike. Can the element jump and then perform 
full strike? What about Reload tokens?

ANSWER:
Yes. You may do both actions. Reload Token should be dedicated to each of the actions, and then the 
element has to reolad weapons, and jump-jets as a separate actions. When in doubt which special 
action requires a Reload, mark the relevant action on the stat card.

RELOADING


